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English I

Matter
Numbers up to 10.
Exercise: 1. Write the backward counting from 100-0
2. write multiplication table from 2 to 5
3. Number names: 50-100
Naming words (Pg.No.13)
Names of things
All things have a name.
Just look around and write the names of ten things you can see.
Make a list of ten things that you would like to buy from the shop.
Circle the names of things: The pencil is in the bag. The table is here. I have a big cup. My father
has a car. That is my book.
Draw a picture of your favorite thing. Write three words to describe it.
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GK

A. Fruity Puzzle: Fill in the blanks: 1. My favourite fruit is ..................2. Monkey love to
eat ........................ 3 .......................... is our national fruit. 4. ...................... is the king of
the fruits. 5...............has many seeds inside it.
B. Make a list of 10 fruits that you have seen in the market or at home.
C. C. Just draw a picture of your favourite fruit, then write three words to describe it.
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English II

My Family (Pg.2-9)
A. Words to learn: Family, show, photos, father, pilot, mother, works, home, takes, care,
house, baby, brothers, likes, milk, play, grandfather, grandmother, cousins, twins, uncles,
aunts.
B. Think a little: (pg.no.9) a. Paste a picture of your family. Decorate it.
B. Write who all are there in your family everyday. C. Write five things you do with your
family every day. D. Draw two favouite family activities.
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E.V.S

About Me (Pg no. 7-11)
This is Me :
1. Write 10 lines about yourself. 2. What are the activities you would like to do in your free time?
Do this in your copy.
1. What is an identity card? – The card that tells us few things about the person wearing it
such as his or her name, class and birthday.
2. What is a hobby? – A hobby is an activity we like to do in our free time, like drawing,
dancing, fishing and painting.
3. How do friends help each other? – Friends hep each other by studying and playing
together.

